Shop Floor Data Collection
for Discrete Manufacturing
Solutions
Streamlined Data Entry for a Paperless Shop Floor
_______
From, receiving, issuing, and material and physical inventory to labor reporting, label generation, and RFID, large
amounts of data continuously circulate through your shop floor. To stay ahead of the competition, you need to
capture and act on it quickly. With Shop Floor Data Collection (SFDC), you can finally collect, arrange, and analyze
all your critical shop floor data in a highly efficient manner.

Paperless Data Collection
SFDC eliminates the stacks of barcoded documents cluttering your shop floor. By simply scanning a Purchase
Order, Shipper, or Job Order Number, you can electronically select the items to be received, shipped, or issued.
And with SFDC, you can say goodbye to the days of carrying around a warehouse location list and running from
terminal to terminal to look up inventory locations. With prominently displayed inventory locations, you can now
easily store, transfer, or issue material.

Complete Hardware Flexibility
Because of its thin-client architecture, SFDC supports a
wide range of data collection devices, including simple
hardwired units and powerful mobile RF handheld
devices from leading vendors like Intermec, Symbol, and
Computerwise. As a result, your existing hardware can be
easily integrated with other dissimilar hardware devices on
the same network.
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Customizable to Fit Your Needs
SFDC has been designed to flexibly conform to your needs. We can easily tailor the solution with labels for your
receiving process, automated quantity-to-weight conversions, and other customizations.

LEARN MORE
To learn more, contact your Account Manager or email us at info@aptean.com.

Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management,
and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy,
organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and
one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a
mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic
software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas
instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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